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Product Data Sheet

ISA-4T

ISA-4T

Industry Standard APP
Modified Bitumen Cap Sheet

BITEC ISA-4T is a value-added
product manufactured to meet
the typical industry standard of
competitive membranes for an
APP smooth membrane.
BITEC ISA-4T is made from highquality polymers blended with dis-

tilled bitumen. ISA-4T is a smooth
surfaced membrane reinforced
with a non-woven polyester mat.
ISA-4T is installed by heat welding to a suitable prepared surface
with a roofer’s torch.
This membrane is recommend-

ed for use over most substrates
having minimal movement, and
should be installed in accordance
to good roofing standards.
It is recommended, but not
required, that a roof coating be
applied to the membrane surface.

PHYSIC A L P R O P E R T I E S*
Modifier.....................................................APP (atactic polypropylene)
Reinforcement............................................Non-woven Polyester Mat
Thickness...................................................4 mm nominal
Top Surfacing.............................................Talc
Bottom Surfacing........................................Burn-off film
Selvedge Edge............................................3 inches
Width........................................................3.28 feet
Length.......................................................32.8 feet
Approximate Coverage.................................97 ft2
Method of Installation...................................Heat welding
Tensile (ASTM D2523)....................................MD = 100 lbf/in, XMD = 70 lbf/in
Elongation (ASTM D2523). ..............................MD = 50%, XMD = 50%
*Physical Property values are approximate

Warranty: ISA-4T Qualifies for a 10-year limited material only warranty

EDGE DETAIL

PARAPET WALL DETAIL
Joint cover, 4" to
6" wide, set in
elastomeric sealant

Coping
10' max. length
each piece

1/2" wide gap
between pieces

Exterior plywood on
cleat or tapered
blocking to
provide slope

Fasteners, approx.
24" o.c. at coping
and 8" o.c. at
base flashing

Solid wood
blocking

Bitumen bleed out

Cant strip, securely
nailed or set in
bitumen

BITEC M.B.
membrane with opt.
surfacing or coating

Wood blocking,
secured with
approp. fasteners,
match ins. thickness

Fiberglass
base sheet
Base sheet
or M.B.
base as required

Wood framed wall
construction shown

Optional
lead flashing,
primed

ROOF DRAIN DETAIL

Strainer
Clamping ring
M.B. target
flashing with opt.
surfacing or
coating

Bitumen
bleed out

Modified bitumen
sealant under
metal flange
3"

1-1/2"
1/2"

BITEC M.B. base
flashing, up and
over wall

Exterior siding,
brick, etc.

Modified bitumen
or asphalt
bleed out
at edge

Metal fascia, gravel stop with
low raised edge or plain drip
edge without raised lip.
(4" min. flange width)
Prime flange top & bottom

BITEC
membrane
edge strip

3"

BITEC
field membrane
turned down over
edge w/opt.
surfacing or coating

Continuous
cleat
Wood blocking,
secured with
approp. fasteners,
match ins.
thickness

Fasteners 3" o.c.,
staggered as shown
Base sheet or modified
bitumen base as required,
stop at the outside edge
of wood blocking

Roof insulation
Steel deck

VENT PIPE DETAIL
Roll lead flashing
1" down
into the pipe

M.B. seal around
all pipe penetrations
Set lead flange in
M.B. sealant. Prime
flange top & bottom
before stripping.
4" min. flange width

Bit. bleed out
Modified bitumen target
flashing over the field
membrane joints

Opt. lead
flashing, primed
BITEC
M.B. field
memb. with
opt. surfacing
or coating

Taper
insulation
24" to drain

Deck clamp

Note: Min. 30" sq., 21/2 to 4 lb.
lead flashing set on MB membrane in
MB sealant. Prime top surface before stripping.
Membrane plies and lead flashing extend under
clamping ring. Stripping membrane extends 4"
beyond edge of flashing sheet, but not
beyond the edge of sump.

40" x 40"
smooth surface
M.B. collar
sealed to roof
drain flange
Base sheet or
modified bitumen base
as required

4"

Bitumen bleed out

Plumbing
vent stack

BITEC M.B. field
membrane with
opt. surfacing
or coating

Treated wood
blocking

BITEC smooth
surface M.B.
collar membrane.
M.B. sealant
Note:
Sheet lead minimum of 21/2 lbs. per foot.

Base sheet or
M.B. base
as required
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